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Be Kind

WINTER ACTIVITIES
Be Kind Programme



MEET CARAMEL & SKYLA

Visit our website to find out more
about our work and see the dogs
currently looking for homes:
wildatheartfoundation.org

AGE: 3.5 years

ADOPTION DATE: 30.10.2018

FAVOURITE FOOD: Everything! Her
favourite is toast though.

LEAST FAVOURITE FOOD: She loves all
food and even eats vegetables but the thing
she is least keen on is watermelon.

WHAT MAKES HER HAPPY: She absolutely
loves walks and playing with other dogs.

HER DREAM PRESENT: Lots of treats!

AGE: Estimated 4-5 years

ADOPTION DATE: 17.11.2019

FAVOURITE FOOD: Chicken!

LEAST FAVOURITE FOOD: Any dry biscuits
or vegetables.

WHAT MAKES HER HAPPY: Food! She is
very food motivated.  She also loves having a
cuddle.

HER DREAM PRESENT: Lots of squeaky
ducks.  It is the only toy she will play with!

CARAMEL SKYLA

Meet Caramel and Skyla who were both rescued through Wild at Heart
Foundation and now live with our Adoptions Coordinator, Meghan!

FROM LESVOS, GREECE FROM CHALKIDA, GREECE

http://www.wildatheartfoundation.org/


WINTER WORDSEARCH

Kindness
Empathy
Compassion
Understanding
Wild at Heart

Puppy
Rescue
Adoption
Stray
Charity

Winter
Cold
Snowflake
Frost
Walkies



SPOT THE DIFFERENCE

Can you find the 8 differences in the pictures below?



CHECKLIST

Getting out in the fresh air and having a good walk around can be so
much fun, whether you have a dog or not! 

Next time you head out on a walk, see if you can find all the things on the
check list.

3 birds

A big stick

5 tall trees

Berries

2 dogs

WINTER SCAVENGER HUNT

Pinecones

A squirrel

3 different coloured
leaves

Frost

Paw prints



WARM HOMES

1 2 3 4

Can you help these rescue dogs make their way to their warm and
loving homes?



1. What do you get when you cross a sheepdog with a rose?

2. Why is a tree like a big dog?

3.What do you get when you cross a cocker spaniel, a poodle, and a

rooster?

4. Where do you find a dog with no legs?

5. Why should you be careful when it rains cats and dogs?

6. Why was the dog sweating so much?

7.What's a dog's favourite kind of pizza?

8. What did the dog say when he sat on some sandpaper?

9. What's a dog's favourite breakfast food?

10. Why did the Dalmatian go to the eye doctor?

CRACKING DOG JOKES

A collie-flower 

They both have lots of bark!

A cockpdoodedpoo

Where you left it!

You might step on a poodle

It was a hot-dog

A puperoni pizza!

That's ruffff!

Pooched eggs!

They were seeing spots!

Can you come up with your own dog-themed joke?  Give us a laugh
and send them to us at education@wildatheartfoundation.org! 

mailto:education@wildatheartfoundation.org


Text cost £5 plus your
usual message rate. UK

networks only.

YUMMY PUP-CAKES

Why not make your dog some tasty pup-cakes as a winter treat. 
 We can guarantee they will get tails wagging!

Recipe from by CHLOE



Our Be Kind programme aims to support the mental wellbeing of young
people and help them to understand the positive impact dogs can have

on our lives. It has been developed alongside a team of passionate
educators, to ensure that it’s impactful, positive and inspiring. 

Be Kind: The Compassionate Curriculum teaching
Empathy and Understanding

The development of the Be Kind programme has kindly been funded by Manolo Blahnik.

Designed for KS2 students
Linked to the National Curriculum
Free to sign-up and take part
5 workbooks with various lesson plans and activities
Students will develop key skills in empathy, compassion, kindness and
understanding, whilst learning about the positive impact dogs can have on our
wellbeing
Support from Wild at Heart Foundation education team in delivering the
programme

To deliver the programme in your school for free, sign-up on our
website wildatheartfoundation.org/be-kind-programme or email us at

education@wildatheartfoundation.org.uk

https://wildatheartfoundation.org/be-kind-programme/
mailto:education@wildatheartfoundation.org.uk

